Customer Profile: Gulliver Schools offers a comprehensive college preparatory program for grades PreK–12 with a strong commitment to delivering a personalized educational program for all students.

Business Situation: Gulliver had an immediate need to obtain a signed Liability Waiver from the parents of each student using companies like Uber to travel to school. They wanted to use an e-signature form and save the data to Google Sheet.

They are also seeing an increase in travel by staff. The existing Travel Request is slow and difficult to manage through email.

Solution Summary: Gulliver Schools chose frevvo Live Forms integrated with Google Apps for their online forms & workflows. In collaboration with frevvo’s world-class Customer Success team, the Gulliver Schools design team, created and certified a Liability Waiver form within a few days. Each form signed by a parent updates a Google Sheet for tracking. The Travel Request workflow is also fully digital, routes automatically and is processed online.

Benefits:
- Gulliver addressed an urgent exposure issue by building the Waiver form so quickly.
- Integration with Google Apps means staff can sign in to frevvo Cloud using their Google Apps credentials and easily track and review completed data.
- Travel Authorization routes electronically for much faster and more efficient approvals.
- Automatic validations, calculations and business rules reduce errors and corrections.

Gulliver Schools anticipates digitizing several additional forms & workflows.

“Our success depends on delivering exceptional services to students, families and staff.
frevvo’s modern, web-based system is easy-to-use, and meets our needs at reasonable cost.”

Felix Jacomino, Director of Innovation and Technology & Charlie Rue, COO